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• Sagebrush obligate species – use sagebrush for nesting substrate and becomes 
main component of winter diet 

• Sexually dimorphic – point out the male and female 
• Elaborate courtship displays on a lek – mention brief description of strutting; 

nature of males staying near lek throughout the breeding season; flying in early 
in the morning to begin strutting before sun rises (emphasize because it will 
become important when describing why the breeding season collision study 
was centered within the immediate vicinity of the lek only) 

• Experiencing a rangewide population decline 
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• Candidate species – warranted but precluded 
• Main mentioned threat is the alteration of sagebrush habitats 
• Mention types of alteration and emphasize infrastructure – hit to go to next 

slide and Fences will pop up with infrastructure underlined 
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• Fences are a really common (maybe the most common) type of infrastructure 
sage-grouse find themselves surrounded by 

• Sage-grouse evolved with relatively few vertical obstructions and therefore may 
be ill-equipped to coexist as these features invade their habitats  
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• primarily influenced by the mechanics of bird flight, including mode of landing, 
altitude gain, speed of flight, and number of birds at take-off 

• Sage-grouse, like many grouse species, typically fly low and fast, are bulky birds 
with poor maneuverability and unable to gain vertical height quickly, thus making 
them likely candidates for collision in landscapes where fences are present. 

• Collision risk greatest during the lekking season, because birds are flying in to the 
lek before the sun is up 

• Also thought to be greater in the winter when snow may decrease ability to see 
fences 
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• Mention that this picture is the extreme side of collision. Sometimes collisions 
can occur with little to no sign. 
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• Raptors are known predators of grouse adults, juveniles, and chicks 
• Ravens are common nest predators 
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Fly in effect to point out the raptor on the fence 
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Everything to say is listed on the slide 
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All on slide 
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• Point out the shrinking habitat 
• Historical distribution includes 13 US states and 3 canadian provinces, currently 

limited to 11 states and 2 canadian provinces 
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• About to zoom in to utah for a closer look 
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• Sage-grouse only occupy 50% of former range within Utah 
• Point that green in the current distribution based on vegetation, but that the 

yellow are the delineated areas of sage-grouse occupations 
• Also point out the disjunct nature of populations within utah 
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• Moving in to particular study area which is located in southwestern Utah 
• Hamlin alley and the Bald Hills which are separated by about 40 – 60 miles 
• Based on current telemetry, does not appear to be any connectivity between the 

two populations 
• 12 leks, approximately 375 grouse 
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• Shows the distribution of fences within the area 
• Fence densities are listed, a bit less than the 2km/km2 that Connelly lists for 

density of fences within the entire range of sage-grouse 
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• Explain the map, red = high collision risk based on Stevens et al. 2011 
• Point out that Hamlin Valley has many fences that grouse strut around and that 

they are on flat terrain (thus the red coloration) 
• The northern most lek – the fence is located farther from where the birds strut, 

but still on flat terrain 
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• Compared to Hamlin Valley, the Bald Hills are less at risk 
• Most of the leks aren’t immediately associated with fences and the terrain around 

the leks is a little rougher 
• If needed, you can point out that since this model was developed, two additional 

leks were discovered. That’s why there are purple dots without any risk modeling. 
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• Random points selected along known fences, then a 1x1km plot was created with 
that random point being the center 

• Plots were in brood-rearing and winter habitats 
• Next slide will show a graphic of this 
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• Because most activity during the breeding season is focused around the lek, only 
fences within close proximity to leks were surveyed 
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• Methods for observing collisions were the same in both scenarios, despite the 
change in plots 
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• Should all be on slide 
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• Summary of surveys 
• Most amount of fences covered during the brood-rearing and fall seasons 

because brood-rearing and winter habitats overlap, but winter is smaller and 
because fall is a period of time when grouse would be migrating from summer to 
winter 

• Due to the amount of fences surveyed, they were only surveyed once in the 3 
seasons prior to lekking (quantity not repetition) 
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• All should be on slide 
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• Emphasize that we are not saying collisions don’t occur, just that it doesn’t seem 
to be a huge problem in these populations and maybe other small populations 

• Still think marking could reduce collisions, just that it may not be a priority if other 
management actions could benefit the grouse more 
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• Pointing out what fence markers look like and that they can help other wildlife 
besides grouse too 
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• All on slide 
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• All on slide 
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• All on slide 
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